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Types of color/color modes

CMYK  (cyan, magenta, yellow, black) - good for print. Also known as 
“process” or “full color”

RGB (red, green, blue) - best for best

GREYSCALE (black and white)

PANTONE (based on color swatches) - good for print





COLOR | guidelines

Use colors to highlight important items, create hierarchy, and 
add/evoke emotion

- Use appropriate colors
- Consider how color will make someone feel
- Use matching and complementary colors
- Keep background screens light
- Consult a color chart
- Watch the volume of your colors
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Use the color wheel to identify matching colors



COLOR | theory

Use the color wheel to identify matching colors

PRIMARY COLORS: 
Red, Blue, Yellow

Other colors are formed by mixing these colors



COLOR | theory

Use the color wheel to identify matching colors

SECONDARY COLORS: 
Orange, Green, Purple

Mix primary colors to get secondary colors



COLOR | theory

Use the color wheel to identify matching colors

TERTIARY COLORS: 
In between colors

Formed by mixing one primary and one secondary color.

The opportunity for these colors is endless



COLOR | theory

Use the color wheel to identify matching colors

COMPLIMENTARY COLORS: 
Red/Green
Blue/Orange
Yellow/Purple

Across from each other on the wheel.

In combination, create striking contrast.



COLOR | theory

Use the color wheel to identify matching colors

ANALOGOUS COLORS: 
Red/Orange
Green/Blue
Red/Purple

Next to  each other on the wheel.

Tend to look very nice in combination.

Create a comfortable feeling.



COLOR | theory terms
Tints: Any color with white added to it. Sometimes called 
a pastel. Can also be referred to as “brightness.”

Shades: Any color with black added to it. Can also be 
referred to as “value.”

Tone: Is created by adding both white and black, or, grey to 
a color. Any color that is “greyed” down is considered a 
tone.



COLOR | theory terms
Warm Colors: Colors such as red, yellow, and 
orange. These colors evoke warmth because they 
remind us of things like the sun or fire.

Cool Colors: Colors like blue, green, and purple 
(violet). These colors evoke a cool feeling because 
they remind us of things like water or grass.

Neutral Colors: Gray, Brown. These aren't on most 
color wheels, but they're considered neutral 
because they don't contrast with much of anything. 
They're dull and uneventful.



COLOR | RED

Powerful, elegant, high-end.

Recognized as a stimulant red is inherently exciting and the amount of red is directly 
related to the level of energy perceived. 

Red draws attention and a keen use of red as an accent can immediately focus 
attention on a particular element.

- Boldness, excitement, desire.
- Love, strength, power.
- Danger, alarm, stop.
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COLOR | BLUE 

Peace, love, stability.

The color of sky and the ocean, blue is perceived as a constant in our lives. 
Electric or brilliant blues become dynamic and dramatic.

Some shades come across as cold or uncaring. Blue is the least "gender 
specific" color.

- Calm and sedate.
- Cooling
- Stability, professionalism, honor
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COLOR | YELLOW 

Energy, liveliness, happiness

Yellow shines with optimism, enlightenment, and happiness.

Shades of golden yellow carry the promise of a positive future.

Yellow will advance from surrounding colors and instill optimism
and energy as well as spark creative thoughts.

- Energy, curiosity, movement
- Joy, brightness, intelligence
- Caution
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COLOR | ORANGE 

Cheerfulness, creativity, confidence

There is usually strong positive or negative association to orange
and true orange generally elicits a stronger "love it" or "hate it"
response than other colors. Fun and flamboyant orange radiates
warmth and energy.

- Stimulates activity and appetite
- Encourages socialization



COLOR | ORANGE 
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COLOR | PURPLE 

Power, wisdom, royalty, wealth, magic

Purple embodies the balance of red simulation and blue calm. A
sense of mystic and royal qualities, purple is a color often well liked
by very creative or eccentric types and is the favorite color of
adolescent girls.

- Uplifting
- Calming
- Spiritual
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COLOR | GREEN 

Nature, harmony, healing, life, wealth

Green is the pervasive color in the natural world that is an ideal
backdrop in interior design because we are so used to seeing it
everywhere. The natural greens, from forest to lime, are seen as
tranquil and refreshing, with a natural balance of cool and warm

- Soothing, relaxing
- Renewal, self control
- The color of nature and the color of money
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COLOR | BLACK 

Stylish, elegant, sophisticated, technical

Black is authoritative and powerful; because black can evoke strong
emotions too much can be overwhelming. A classic color for clothing 
possibly because it makes the wearer appear thinner and more 
sophisticated.

- Powerful, restrained.
- Artistic.
- Simple.
- Evil?  Mysterious.  Empty.
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COLOR | WHITE

Purity, simplicity, freshness, innocence

Doctors don white coats, brides traditionally wear white gowns and
a white picket fence surrounds a safe and happy home.

- Great background of accent color.
- Neutral. Pure. Good.
- Mental clarify.
- Fresh beginnings.
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COLOR | BROWN

Stability, reliability, approachable.

It is the color of our earth and is associated with all things natural
or organic.

- Relaxation and confidence.
- Earth, nature.
- Solid and conventional.
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COLOR | GREY

Serious, conservative, traditional.

Gray is timeless, practical, and solid. A longstanding favorite suit
color, gray can mix well with any color.

- Purity and innocence.
- Security, reliability, modesty.
- Old age, sadness, gloomy, practical.
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COLOR | choosing the right color(s)

TIP #1

You want your text to be readable, so choose contrasting colors. 

It is important to have contrast between the text and background.



TIP #2

Use less colors. 

For the best impact, you can use one color on headlines/text and another 
color as an accent. 

COLOR | choosing the right color(s)



COLOR | choosing the right color(s)

TIP #3

Use enough colors. Less, but enough.

If you use too little color, you risk making the design look boring. 



TIP #4

Use bold colors to draw attention. 

If you use a bold color, use a calmer, complimentary color to accompany it. 
You don’t want your color scheme to be too intense or distract.

COLOR | choosing the right color(s)



TIP #5

Derive inspiration from nature. 

COLOR | choosing the right color(s)



Online resources can help you choose color
palettes based on one or more colors.

These tools are great for people who don’t intrinsically understand matching colors.

http://kuler.adobe.com/

http://colorblender.com/

COLOR | choosing the right color(s)



COLOR | exercise

Use Adobe InDesign to create a 5-color palette that 
visually expresses the following concepts.

Love
Hate
Fear
Confident
Spring
Organic

Arrange all of your palettes on a single document. 
Save as a PDF and email to eharris@towson.edu. 
Filename: LastName_colorex.pdf

mailto:eharris@towson.edu


PROJECT 2

Design a second version of your text-only ad. You will be designing the same ad in two 

different sizes: 7.5 x 10 inch print ad and a 300 x 250 px web ad. 

You may use color and one additional font in your design. One photograph or icon can 

be integrated into the ad. The photograph or icon can be repeated. 

Grading Criteria: Use of color, application of multiple fonts, ability to enhance original 

design, use of photograph or icon
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